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Abstract--The use of quadric surface patches to form a continuous spproximatlng surface to given 
curved s ~  is discussed. While the approach used in finite element methods yields an effective 
method for the coustruction of& continuous surface, the resulting patches wUl, in genera, not be 
quadric. A method is proposed for the construction f continuous patches on a covering mesh of 
conic segments. Each patch consists of three quadrlc subpatches, and each conic boundary segment 
interpolates three points on the given surface. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Curved surfaces used in computational geometry are, in general, parametric surfaces with bicu- 
bic or rational bicubic parameterization, for example, nonuniform rational B-spline surfaces 
(NURBs) [1]. The domain in parameter space will probably be bounded by some collection 
of straight lines and two-dimensional NURBs. The simplest and fastest way of representing such 
given curved surfaces is to approximate each surface by a large number of planar facets. Some 
of the problems associated with planar faceting are discussed in [2]. An alternative approach is 
to consider higher order approximating surface patches. 
The simplest non-linear algebraic surfaces are the quadrics or second order surfaces, with 
algebraic representation 
F(x,y,z) :=alz2 +a~y2 +asz~ +a4zy+asyz +a6zz+aTz+asy+agz+alo =O. (1.1) 
In this paper, we consider the use of quadric patches to represent higher order curved surfaces. 
We ensure Co continuity between patches by first constructing a covering net of conic segments 
over the given curved surface. The question then arises of fitting patches to the net. This is a 
special case of a more general problem in three-dimensional transfinite non-linear interpolation, 
namely that of fitting a surface patch of order rn through a set of given boundary segments, and 
of determining the lowest possible value for m. 
In the next section, we summarize the use of finite element bases to construct continuous 
approximating surface patches. This approach leads to patches that are not, in general, quadric, 
although they have parabolic boundary segments. We therefore discuss some of the relevant 
properties of quadrics, and consider the possibility of constructing quadrics through a covering 
net of given conics. Finally, a method is proposed for such a construction, and we consider the 
algebraic alculations required for this method of surface representation. 
2. THE USE OF BASIS FUNCTIONS FOR 
CONTINUOUS SURFACE APPROXIMATION 
The approximation of surfaces by continuous curved patches can be accomplished by using 
methods of finite element analysis [3,4]. A set of biorthonormal basis functions for an element 
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in the parameter plane is used to interpolate the coordinates of the corresponding image points 
on the (given) curved surface. The properties of the basis ensure that the interpolants on the 
edge of an element are uniquely determined by the interpolated values on that particular edge. 
This means that neighbouring elements will have identical edges and the continuity of the ap- 
proximating surface is guaranteed. Since we want to use non-linear patches, we need non-linear 
basis functions. The order of the basis determines the order of the curves that form the patch 
boundaries. For example, a third order basis will result in patches bounded, in general, by cubic 
curves. Since we are interested in quadric patches with conic boundaries, we shall use the second 
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Figure I. Quadrat ic  tranafornmtion of a tritm~le. 
For the chosen ode configuration the basis consists of the functions 
~l(P ,q )  -" (1 -- 2p -- 2q)(1 - p - q), 
~a(P, q) = p(2p - 1), 
~s(p, q) = q(2q-  1), 
O2(P, q) = 4p(1 - p - q), 
~40' ,  q) = 4pq, 
O6(P, q) = 4q(1 - p - q). 
(2 .1 )  
This basis is used to interpolate the coordinates of six points on the given curved surface. We 
assume that these points are positioned in such a way that there exists a plane through each 
of the node triples {P1, P2, Ps}, {Ps, P4, Ps} and {Ps, Ps, Pz} respectively, such that the three 
planes have exactly one point in common. Interpolation of the coordinate values (z*,y*,z*), 
i < 1 < 6, yields 
6 6 6 
z* = ~z**,(p,q), y" = ~"~ y;'~,(p,q), z* = ~ z;',~,(p,q). (2.2) 
i----1 i----1 i----1 
This is a second order polynomial parameterization f the approximating curved patch. Note 
that, for example, the basis functions ~2, ~3 and ~4 vanish identically on the line p - 0, so that 
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the image of the triangle edge with p = 0 will depend only on the positions of the nodes PI, P~ 
and/6 .  Similar results hold for the other boundary segments, o that the boundary curves are 
uniquely determined by coordinate values on the particular boundary segment. Neighbouring 
patches will therefore form a continuous curved surface. Note that a continuous approximating 
surface can be constructed with minimal effort by this simple but powerful method. Let us now 
consider the order of these surface patches. 
To simplify the following discussion and without loss of generality, an afline transformation 
is used to obtain the configuration in Figure l(b), with the origin at the intersection of the 
three planes and with the axes normalized to unity at the vertices. In terms of the transformed 
coordinate values, the curved surface patch has the parameterization 
x = p[ (4x2  - 1) - 2 (2x2  - 1 )p -  4 (x2  - 
y = q[(4y6 - 1) - 4(y6 - Y4)P - 2(2y6 - 1)q], (2.3) 
z = (1 - p - q)[1 + 2(2z2  - 1 )p  + 2(2z6  - 1)q] ,  
for p, q, 1 -p -q  >_ O. The algebraic surface defined by (2.2) or (2.3) has a second order polynomial 
parameterization a d therefore belongs to a subset of the Steiner surfaces, which in turn are those 
fourth order algebraic surfaces with rational quadratic parameterization [4]. Since surfaces with 
first order parameterization are planes, and the equations (2.3) represent, in general, quartic 
surfaces, the question arises whether quadric surfaces can occur as a special subset of (2.3). 
The conditions that determine the order of the surface represented by (2.2) or (2.3) are discussed 
in detail in [5]. These conditions can by summarized as follows: consider the parameter-plane 
conics generated by substituting x* = 0, y* = 0 and z ° = 0 in (2.2). The number of points on 
the line at infinity--the so-called ideal line that all three conics have in common, determines 
the order of the surface. For example, if there are no ideal points common to all three conics, the 
surface is a general Steiner surface. When there are exactly two such common points, the surface 
is quadric. For {¢5) given by (2.1), this condition can be shown [3] to imply one of the following: 
(i) two of the non-vertex nodes must remain at the midpoints of the line segments determined 
by the vertices; 
(ii) one of the non-vertex nodes has property (i), and both other non-vertex nodes must lie 
on parallel ines through the line segment midpoints. 
These conditions will not, in general, be true for the point configuration associated with a patch. 
We therefore have to adapt the finite element approach in some way if we want quadric approxi- 
mating surface patches. 
Since we are using a second order basis, every line in the parameter plane, and therefore also 
the triangle edges, are mapped onto curves with quadratic polynomial parameterisation. The 
edges of each curved patch are therefore parabolic segments [4]. The curved surface can be 
approximated by these continuous Steiner patches, and we can visualize a mesh of parabolic 
segments pread over the given surface. Each segment will have three points in common with 
the surface, namely the end points (patch vertices) and one other chosen point. However, if we 
want to construct a continuous approximation of the surface by means of quadric, not quartic, 
patches, we cannot use (2.2), although we may use the continuous boundary segments. Note once 
again that these boundary conics of each patch are uniquely defined once the points on the patch 
boundaries have been selected. If we can construct a quadric surface that contains the three conic 
boundary segments, we can approximate the given sculptured surface with continuous quadric 
patches. Let us therefore consider some properties of general quadric surfaces, with particular 
attention to conics that lie on these surfaces. 
3. CONICS ON QUADRIC SURFACES 
In this section we shall prove the following property of conics: 
Any two of three distinct but arbitrary conics on a quadric surface must have exactly two distinct 
points in common. These points lie on the intersection line of the planes of the relewant conics. 
We shall call three conics that satisfy this property quadric-connected, and shall refer to the 
property as "property QC." 
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Since a quadric surface has nine degrees of freedom (cf. (1.1)), it can, in general, be determined 
by interpolation at nine points. However, not all sets of nine points will suffice [5]. For example, 
if five of these points lie on a conic, the plane of the conic intersects the quadric in this conic 
curve, and no additional points on the conic may be specified, as this will not yield any additional 
information about the quadric. 
Since a conic has five degrees of freedom once its plane has been selected, a quadric cannot, 
in general, be constructed in such a way that it contains two arbitrary given conics, although of 
course a four-parameter family of quadrics can be constructed to contain a single given conic. If 
the planes of the two (different) conics are the same, the quadric must contain this plane and 
is degenerate. Now consider two arbitrary, non-degenerate conics on a non-degenerate quadric. 
The planes of the conics intersect in a line that meets the quadric exactly twice and that also 
meets each of the two conics twice. Since the conics lie on the quadric, they must have the two 
intersection points on the line in common. On the other hand, two conics on different planes 
with two points in common impose ight conditions on a quadric through them. A one-parameter 
family of quadrics can therefore be constructed through two conics with two points in common. 
Since the tangents to the two conics at these common points define the tangent planes to the 
quadrics, the members of this family of quadrics touch at the two common points. These and 
other interesting facts about quadrics can be found in [5,6]. Note that the intersection points 
discussed above may have complex coordinates, in which case, for the quadric (1.1) with real 
coefficients, they will occur as a complex conjugate pair. Therefore, if one of the intersection 
points is real (for example, a patch vertex) the other must also be real. 
A one-parameter family of quadrics can be constructed through each pair of boundary conics 
only when certain constraints on the position of the points {P2, P4, P6} are satisfied. Even then, 
no member of this family can, in general, be forced to contain a third given conic with its own 
five definitive properties. Let us therefore consider properties of three different conics that lie on 
a quadric surface. Each of these conics must have two points in common with each of the other 
two. When the planes of three conics on a quadric meet in a point, the conics may have this point 
in common, and each must then have one other point in common with each of the others - a total 
of four points, two on each of the intersecting lines of the planes of the conics. Given three conics 
with this configuration of common points, however, we find that not only must an intersecting 
quadric interpolate these four points, but is must also satisfy two additional conditions for each 
of the three given conics in order to contain them. These ten conditions will, in general, not be 
satisfied by any quadric. If the planes of the three conics meet in a line and not just in a point, 
they must all intersect each other in the two points where this line intersects the quadric. Given 
three conics that have two points in common, however, would still impose leven conditions on a 
quadric through them and, once again, such a quadric will usually not exist. 
The only remaining alternative is that the common points of three conies on a quadric are all 
distinct, with two of these points on each of the three intersecting lines of the planes of the conics 
(Fig. 2). Given three conics with such a configuration ofcommon points, we find that each conic is 
defined by imposing one additional condition, and that a quadric an be constructed tointerpolate 
the six points on the intersection lines, and to satisfy the remaining three conditions imposed 
by the given conics. It is therefore only for three conics with the described set of six distinct 
points--two common points for each pair of conics, on the intersection line of their planes--that 
a unique non-degenerate quadric containing them can be constructed. This concludes the proof 
of property QC for conics on a quadric surface. 
4. A SYNTHETIC DISCUSSION OF CONTINUOUS 
SURFACE APPROXIMATION WITH QUADRIC PATCHES 
As discussed in Section 2, the parabolic boundaries of the curved elements (2.2) lie on a 
quartic surface. Three such boundary segments will therefore, in general, not have the property 
QC required of three conics on a quadric surface. Let us therefore consider the construction of 
~hr~e quadric subpatches: one through each of the boundary conics Ct, C2 and C3 (Fig. 3), 
and through an additional interior point S on the curved surface. The exact position of this 
point is unspecified at this stage. It could, for example, be the image of the centroid of the 
parameter-plane triangle. We assume that the planes lrt, r2 and 7ra of the boundary conics 












Figure 2. Common point con~,uration for three conics on a quadric. 
are the coordinate planes and intersect at the origin, with the vertices A, B and C at unit 
distances from the origin along the plane intersections (the axes). Furthermore, since we can 
use a projective transformation to map the corresponding five points of the sculptured surface 
patch to this configuration, we may assume that S has the coordinates (1, I, 1). Note that the 
boundary conics may, after a projective transformation, no longer be parabolas. At this stage we 
have used seven points on the original sculptured surface patch for the construction, namely the 
three patch vertices, the point S, and one additional point on each of the edges. 
We require that the quadric subpatches through the boundary conics and S form a continuous 
approximating surface to the sculptured surface patch. Let us denote the quadric through Ci by 
Qi, for 1 < i < 3. Let z'4, 7r5 and 7re (Fig. 3) be planes through S and, respectively, the vertices 
C, A and B. The planes Ir4, ~r5 and ~r6 are used to determine the interior boundaries of the 
quadric subpatches, and at this stage of the construction each of these planes still has one degree 
of freedom once S has been selected. We assume that S is not on one of the outer boundary conic 
planes (the coordinate planes) and that all the planes 7ri are distinct. To obtain continuity, the 
plane ~r4 must intersect the quadrics QI and ~2 in one single conic, say (74. Similarly, (75 and 
C6 are the inner conic boundaries between Q~ and Qs, and between Qs and QI, respectively. 
In the following discussion the intersection symbol N denotes intersection points other than 
the relevant vertex or the central point S. For example, since CI does not lie in the plane ~r4, it 
has two intersection points with this plane, namely the vertex C and the point now denoted by 
~r4 N CI. The plane Ir4 also intersects the conic C2 in the point ~r4 N C2 as well as in the vertex 
C. Since C4 and CI must both lie on the quadric QI, these conics must have the two points C 
and Ir4 fl CI in common (cf. Section 3). Similarly, the conics C4 and C2 must have the points C 
and Ir4 N C2 in common. Let 54 denote the collection of points now known to lie on the conic (74, 
that is, 
5, := {c,5,~4nc~,~4nc2} c c4, (4.1) 
where the symbol C is interpreted as "is contained in." Similarly, 
55 := {A, 5,~r5 NC2,~rsnCs} C C5, (4.2) 
56 := {B,S,~rs N Ca, Ire NCI}  C Cs. (4.3) 
CAH~ 22:8-8 
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Figure 3. Subdivision for quadrJc p~tch approximation. 
From the QC property derived in Section 3, we see that a satisfactory set of quadrics {O~} 
will exist if and only if each of the sets of conics {C1, C4, C6}, {C2, C4, C5} and {Cs, Cs, C6} are 
quadric-connected. This means that C4 and Cs must intersect in a point A* other than S on the 
intersecting line of ~r4 and 7re (Fig. 3). Similarly, B* and C* are intersection points of (?4 and 
C6 on =4 N =5, and of C5 and Ce on 7r5 N ~s respectively. 
The points A*, B* and C* must be chosen in such a way that they define the conics C4, C5 
and (?6 uniquely once the planes 7r4, Its and =6 have been chosen. Although each of these conics 
is at this stage required to interpolate four points and therefore has one degree of freedom left, 
the points A*, B* and C* cannot be chosen completely arbitrarily. Say, for example, that we 
select a point A* on T4 N ~r6. This point determines both conics C4 and Cs, and therefore also 
their intersections B* with ~r4 n z~ and C* with Ir5 N ~r6 respectively. These two points in Its, 
together with the set of points $5, must all lie on C5. This can only happen if the sets B* U $5 
and C* U $5 define the same conic, and this will, in general, not be true. 
Suppose that it is possible to select the points A* E ~r4 N ~rs, B* E ~r4 N =s and C* E ~r5 n fe so 
that, once 7r4, ~r5 and ~rs have been chosen and subject to the conditions (4.1) to (4.3), the conics 
C4, Cs and C6 are uniquely defined. Then, for each such selection of planes and points, we can 
now construct unique quadric subpatches Q1, Q2 and Qs. The nine degrees of freedom of each 
quadric surface of which a subpatch forms a part are determined from the requirements that it 
must contain the given boundary conic (five linear conditions), the non-vertex intersection point 
of each neighbouring boundary conic with the relevant interior conic plane, and the two points 
(S and the chosen point) on the intersection line of the two relevant interior conic planes. 
One way of ensuring that the construction discussed above is possible is to require that the 
planes =4, ~r5 and ~s intersect in a line through the central point S, and not merely in the point 
S. The selection of a point S* = ,4" = B* = C* on this line will determine the construction. 
All three quadric surfaces now also go through S*. We can also think of S* as a point that 
determines the planes ~q, Ir5 and 7re. Note that the line Ir4 I-I ~s n ~r6 should not go through any 
point - finite or infinite - on the intersection lines of the boundary conic planes (the coordinate 
axes in our present configuration). If it intersected the x-axis, for example, the plane =5 cont,L;rm 
the x-axis. This means that the conic C5 has two intersectibns (A and one other point) on the 
x-axis. But since C5 lies on both Q2 and Qs, it means that C2 and Cs must have the same two 
intersections with the x-axis, and this will not in general be true for arbitrary boundary conics. 
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Also, S* cannot be chosen on C1, C2 or C3, since each of these conics already lies on one of the 
quadric subpatches. 
5. AN ALGEBRAIC APPROACH TO CONTINUOUS SURFACE 
APPROXIMATION WITH QUADRIC PATCHES 
Let us finally consider the algebraic representation f the continuous quadric subpatches de- 
scribed in the previous ection. We use the same configuration and notation as before (Fig. 3). 
Let Fi(x, y, z) = 0 denote the quadric Qi through the given conic Ci and through the central 
point (1, 1, 1), for 1 < i < 3. Let the conic C1 be given by 
x = 0; Aly  2 + A2z 2 + Asyz - (At + A4)y - (A2 + A4)z + A4 = 0. (5.1) 
For C2 and Ca we have, respectively, 
y = 0; B~x, 2 + B2z  2 + B.~:~z - (BI  + B4)x - (B2 + B4)z  + B4 = 0, (5.2) 
and 
z = 0; ElX 2 + E~y 2 + Esxy - (El + E4)z - (E2 + E4)y + E4 = 0. (5.3) 
Since not all A,, Bi and Es can be zero, the equations (5.1) to (5.3) may each be assumed to 
be normalized with respect o one of the coefficients. Each of the quadrics through one of these 
conics and through (1, 1, 1) has three remaining degrees of freedom and can be expressed as 
Fl(x, y, z) = s ix  2 + A ly  2 + A2z 2 + a4xy + Aayz + a6zz - (al + a4 + a6 + Aa - A4)z 
-- (A1 + A4)y - (A2 + A4)z + A4 = 0, (5.4) 
F2(x, y, z) = B lx  2 + b2y ~ + B2z 2 + b4xy + bsyz + Bazx - (Bt + B4)x 
- -  (b2 + b4 + b5 + Ba - B4)y - (B2 + B4)z + B4 - O, (5.5) 
Fs(x, y, z) -- ElX 2 + E2y 2 + eaz 2 + Eazy + esyz + e6zx -- (El + E4)x 
- (E2 + E4)y - (es + e5 + e6 + Es - E4)z + E4 - 0, (5.6) 
where the subscripted lower-case constants are as yet undetermined. Let the planes through the 
vertices and the central point be given as 
7r 4 : Z = 1 + ]../4(X -- y) ,  (5.7)  
~5 : x = 1 + us (v  - z) ,  (5.8) 
~r6 : y = 1 + u6(z  - :~). (5.9) 
Note that we need not write the remaining parameters P4, Ps and ~6 in homogeneous form, since 
they must be finite. For example, if P5 becomes infinite, ~5 becomes the plane y - z - 0 in mTme 
coordinates. Since the x-axis lies in this plane, this would impose a restriction on the boundary 
conics C2 and Cs as discussed in the last paragraph of the previous ection. 
For continuity we require the intersections of Ir4 with Q1 and Q2 to be the same conic; similarly 
for lr5 with Q2 and Qs, and for ~r6 with Q3 and Q1. Now consider ~r4 N Q1, and ~r4 n Q2. These 
intersection conics can equivalently be identified by the fact that they lie in the plane 74, together 
with their parallel projections on the plane z - 0 obtained by substituting (5.7) in (5.4) and (5.5) 
respectively. This substitution yields, for 7r4 n Qa, 
(al + a6pa + A2p~)x u+ (AI - Asp4 + A2p~)y 2+ (a4 - a6p4 + AsP4 - 2A2p42)zy 
--  (a l  + a4 + As - A4  - A2114 + A4/ /4 )z  - (A1 - Aa + A4 + A2f~4 - A4/.$4)y = 0, (5 .10)  
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and for ~4 N Q2, 
(BI + BsP4 + B2p24)z 2 + (b2 - b5~4 ~- B2f/42)y 2 ~- (b4 -~ b5~4 - B3P4 - 2B2p~)zy 
- (B1 - Bs + B4 - B2P4 + B4IJ4)z - (b2 + b4 + Bs - B4 + B2p4 - B4P4)y - 0. (5.11) 
For the conics to be identical, namely C4, the coefficients must have the same ratios. This 
requirement yields 
al  -t- a6~4 + A2p4 2 A1 - A3~4 + A2~4 2 a l  + a4 -{- As - A4 - (A2 - A4)/~4 
B1 + Bsp4 + B~p~4 = b2 - bsp4 + B~p~ = B1 - Bs + B4 - (B2 - B4)p4 
A1 - A3 + A4 + (As - A4)IJ4 
b2 + b4 + B3 - B4 + (B2 - B4)P4 
a4 + (A3 -- a6)P4 -- 2A2/.~42 
= b4 + (b5 - Bs)p4 - 2B2p~" (5.12) 
Let us denote these ratios by aa//~l = a2//~2 = as//~3 = a4/f14 = a5//~5. Since 
as + a4 al +a2 + a5 A1 +a l  +a4 
~.~ +------'~4 = ~1 + fl~ +/~5 = B1 + b2 + b4' (5.13) 
(where we use the fact that R := a/b = e/d implies R = [ua+ve]/[ub+vd]), we may ignore a5/~5, 
say, and have three equations in the unknown ai and bi. Since we are equating two co-planar 
conies through the points C and S, this is to be expected, as each conic has three remaining 
degrees of freedom. Note also that the unknown coefficients occur in the forms 
al + a4, al  -}- a6p4, b2 + b4, b2 - b51.~4, (5.14) 
and that both lr4 N Q1 and ~4 n Q2 are therefore two-parameter families of conics, once/~4 (that 
is, ~r4) is fixed. This is in agreement with the fact that two conics on a quadzic must have two 
points in common, that is, 7r4 n Q1 also intersects C1 in another point apart from the vertex C 
so that, together with the central point S, we already have three points on the conic. Similar 
arguments hold for 7r4 N Q2 and for the other interior conics - C5 on the plane ~r 5 and Ce on the 
plane 1c6. 
The equations al//~1 = a3//~3 is linear in a,, and a2//~ = a4/~4 is linear in b,. To show that 
this is in agreement with the synthetic arguments we note that, if the two conics ~r4 N QI and 
~r4 N Q~ are identical, then the points where they intersect each boundary conic must also he the 
same. For example, the point other than C where ~r4 intersects Ci, which of course is on Qi, 
must also be on Q2 - in fact, on Q~ f~ ~r4. Similarly, the point other than C where it intersects 
C~ must also be on Q1 ~ ~r4. The additional intersection point of ~r4 with C1 can be found from 
(5.1) and (5.7) and is given by (in projective coordinates) 
(0, A1 - A3 + A4 + (A2 - A4)//4, (A1 - A4/~4)(1 -/ .~4), A1 - A3p4 + A2p~). 
From the requirement that the coordinates of this point must satisfy (5.5) we obtain the linear 
condition 
(b2 - b~,4 + S~,~) [a l  - a3  + a~ + (~ - ~4),~1 
= [b~ + b~ + B3 - ~ + (S2 - B~)U4](A1 - a.~p~ + A~Ul). 
which is exactly the same equation as a2/~2 - a4/~4. The other linear equation follows in the 
same way. 
For completeness, we include the equations related to the other two quadric patches. For 
continuity between Q2 and Q3 we require 
b2 + b4p5 + Bl l .~ B2 - B3p5 + B lp ]  _ b~ -[- b~ + B3 - B4 - (B1 - B4)p~ 
= B2 - B3 + B~ + (Sl - S~)~ (5.15) 
e3 + e5 + Es - E~ + (E l  - E~)~'  
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with the ratios equal to ~ with one linear condition each in bi and ei, and with the Bz+ea+es ' 
unknown coefficients occurring as the combinations 
b2 + bs, b2 + b4ps, es + e6, es - e6ps. (5.16) 
For continuity between Qa and Q1 we have to satisfy 
E1 - EsD6 + E2p~ _ e3 + esp6 + E2D~ E1 - E3 + E4 + (E2 - E4)/ J6 
al - a4~6 + Alp~ - A2 + A.~p6 + Alp~ = al + a8 + A3 - A4 + (A1 - A4)pe 
es + e6 + E8 - E4 - (E2 - E4)m 
A2 - A3 + A4 -- (A1 - A4)Ps  ' 
(5.17) 
with the ratios equal to E~+ea+e, with one linear condition each in ei and ai, and with the A2+alTae ' 
unknown coefficients occurring as the combinations 
e3 + e6, e3 + eSp6, a l  + a6, a l  -- a4/J6. (5.18) 
Let us summarize what we have done so far. We are given three conic segments C1, C2 and 
Ca and an interior point S, and are constructing the three quadric subpatches Q1, Q2 and Qs. 
Each subpatch Qi, through Ci and S, has three remaining free parameters or unknowns. We 
have obtained nine equations in these nine unknowns {al, a4, as; b2, b4, bs; es, es, es} and we have 
connected the six linear equations to the intersections of the boundary curves and interior planes 
as required by the QC property. Any solution of these nine equations will solve the construction 
problem. That such solutions exist follows from the synthetic discussion in Section 4. So far 
we have not used the final stage of that construction, that is, we have said nothing about the 
selection of the parameters {pl) that determine the planes {Tri} (cf. (5.7) to (5.9)). The condition 
for these planes to intersect in a line through S can be expressed as 
1 + P4ps + Psps + PsP4 = O. (5.19) 
A point S* on the line of intersection is selected, subject to the general restrictions on its position 
discussed in the last paragraph of Section 4. These restrictions will ensure that no conditions 
are imposed on the boundary conics and that no singularity of the resulting system of equations 
will occur. The requirement that each subpatch also contains the point S*, will complete the 
construction. Note that the condition S* C Qi imposes three more linear constraints on the 
unknowns, and the set of nine linear equations can be solved to obtain the equations of the 
quadric subpatches. The solution must, of course, satisfy the three non-linear equations obtained 
from (5.12), (5.15) and (5.17). 
Let us conclude this section with a simple example that serves to illustrate the construction. 
Consider the three conics 
CI:  z=0;  y2+z  2_1=0,  (5.1)* 
C2: y=0;  z ~+z 2 -1=0,  (5.2)* 
C3 : z = O; z2 + y2 _ 1 - O. (5.3)* 




alz2 + y2 + Z2 + a4xy + aezz -- (a I + a4 + a6 + 1)x -- 1 = 0, (5.4)* 
Z 2 + b2y 2 + z 2 + b4zy + bsyz - (b2 + b4 + b5 + 1)y - 1 = 0, (5.5)* 
z2 + y2 + esz ~ + esyz + eszz  - (es + e5 + ee + 1)z - 1 - 0. (5.6)* 
We choose S* to be the point with coordinates (2,-I, I). For S* to lie on each of the Qi, we 
have the linear conditions 
2a i  - 4a4 - -  i ;  2b2 - b4 - -5 ;  2es  - e6 = 3. (5 .20)  
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The values of the {pi} follow from (5.7) to (5.9) and are P4 = 0, P5 = -1 /2  and Ps 
respectively. The conditions that the patches are continuous become 
=2 
al ---- l/b2; al ~- a4 -b 1 = 0; b2 -}- b4 -}- 1 -- 0, 
4b2 - 2b4 + 1 5 -1  
= =b2+bs+2= - -  
5 4ca + 2e6 + 1 es + us' 
5 e3 +2e5 +4 4 es +us-  3 




The solution of (5.20) and the linear equations obtained from (5.12)*, (5.15)* and (5.17)* is 
al = a,t = -1 /2 ,  a6 = -9 /10 ;  
b2=-2 ,  b4=l ,  b5=-9 /5 ;  
ca=-4 /9 ,  us=l ,  es=- l .  
It is a simple matter of substitution to check that these values do indeed also satisfy the non-linear 





5x 2 -- 10y 2 -- 10z 2 -}- 5zy  + 9ZZ -- 9Z + I0 "- 0, 
5x ~ -- 10y 2 + 52  -}- 5zy -- 9yz  + 9y  -- 5 = O, 
9x 2 -F 9y 2 -- 4z 2 -b 9yz - -  9zz -- 5z -- 9 -- O. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have discussed and developed the theory of quadric-connectedneas of three 
conics, and we have applied the theory to the construction of continuous piecewise-quadric in-
terpolants to general surfaces. The construction is not unique, and the effect of various combi- 
nations of the parameters on the resulting quadric patches has to be investigated. Any selected 
construction method should be such that, were the given sculptured patch itself quadric, the 
approximation must be exact. Some suitable norm for measuring the fit of the approximating 
quadric patches to the given surface would be an advantage. The extension of the method to 
patches with more than three sides, in particular to four-sided curved patches with corresponding 
rectangular parametric domains, would enhance its usefulness. The whole question of the con- 
nectedness of curves in three dimensions i  one worthy of further study, as this will undoubtedly 
result in a better understanding of the problem of three-dimensional interpolation. 
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